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ABSTRACT 
Websites have become major attention to users who prefer 

Internet knowledge that save time and reduce human efforts, 

and to offer error free websites to the users, this study divides 

the testing process into two layers approach by which testers 

will be able to find which tests are to run first on a website. 

This study uses literature to understand the nature of tests and 

on what part of the websites tests are run and divides them. 

This study collects seven tests and divides them on the basis 

of two layers which are concentrating on the principals of 

main services and associative services.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Web development is a challenging and complex process with 

larger number of components interacting heterogeneously. 

Although websites construction has been evolved to some 

discipline but there is still lack on the engineering approach 

for building a web system and the engineering process itself is 

still to be engineered (1).  In the year 2000, Paul Gerrard gave 

twenty testing techniques that summarized the testing 

procedure into categories (2). After Gerrard’s report on testing 

there were occasions when testing procedure was added with 

new tests to make testing process reliable and with respect to 

the technological need. Following Gerrard approach in 2012, 

a paper reported challenges that websites development face 

and suggested a testing plan to tackle those challenges (3). In 

year 2012, a paper gave a test plan and suggested that how 

these test plan can help software development (4). There were 

various occasions when experts added new research in 

website testing, consider a paper in 2013 which gave 

highlights on genetic algorithm and various problems that 

software testing faces (5). In year 2013 a paper discussed the 

approach on functionality testing, suggested a test plan and 

indicated that the mentioned methods will help fully test a 

website both on user and server end (6). Keeping the website 

testing in consideration, a paper in 2014 describes the testing 

process with the help of automation and manual testing, and 

suggested techniques to test a website using automation 

testing (7). A paper on performance testing gave methodology 

and testing plan to reduce website failures (8). Looking at 

these papers author can say that testing process is constantly 

evolving as the researchers are developing new and latest 

techniques to best test websites. These test techniques include 

but not limited to the program and application execution with 

intentions to finding software bugs (9). While more tests and 

procedures are developed to make testing sophisticated, the 

need to develop a model where these tests can be divided is 

also increasing. Consider Gerrard’s research where Gerrard 

suggests twenty techniques for testing websites, but those and 

various others tests need a model where testing can be run on 

the basis of their nature and priority. For making this possible, 

it is necessary to understand that, which tests are to be run 

first, which test run on main services and which tests are 

conducted on associative services. This understanding of the 

testing process will help web development and categorize the 

tests so that a better website can be made to satisfy the user 

visit.  

2. METHODS AND MATERIAL 
Websites have become common these days, business and 

sales rely on them for delivering necessary information so that 

they can increase business potential, awareness and achieve 

targets. With this rapid change in need of websites, it is 

crucial to test them for error identification. While testing 

websites, a tester must be aware of different type of tests that 

run on websites for error identification but consider the fact 

that there are many tests and finding those tests which are 

crucial and needed to be run first so that a reliable website can 

be produce is difficult. For making testing process more 

sophisticated, author divides testing in two layers, and both of 

the layers concentrate on categorizing the tests based on their 

nature. By using approach that is mentioned in this research 

will help with followings. 

 There are different tests mixed together and finding 

those tests which are crucial to run will help testers 

to summarize testing into two types and by doing 

that testers will be able to focus on necessary tests 

that are linked with main services and then move 

towards conducting less necessary tests which are 

associated with the services.  

 This study will help in finding the nature of 

different tests with the help of literature that is 

available in the field of website testing. 

 The study will divide the testing design based on 

layer based approach for besting the testing process. 

To fulfill these objectives, it is necessary to understand the 

difference of website’s main services and associative services 

so that testing can be divided on the basis of their nature. 

2.1. Main Services 
A main service in a website is anything that user interact with 

and accesses it. There are various main services available as 

tabs, buttons, links, context and other data that websites offer 

to the users. In this study, author demonstrates with the help 

of literature to organize and divide tests on the basis of their 

nature. In this research, those tests which are run on main 

services of websites are referred as layer one tests. These layer 

one tests check main services of websites for ensuring they 

are error free. 

2.2. Associate Services 
A service that is not part of main web frame but play 

important part in providing a user friendly website are 

referred as associative services. Four of the associate service 

tests that are mention in this article are navigation, browser, 

host response and performance. These associative services are 

not visibly as main services to the user but play important part 

in making a website user friendly. Those tests which are run 

on associative services are referred as layer two tests. These 
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tests check associate services and ensure that website is user 

friendly. 

3. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM 
After series of literature review, author found different tests 

that can be run on websites for error identification, and 

divides those tests on the basis of their nature. In this study 

author collected seven type of tests and organized them using 

two layers approach. The two layers approach is a theoretical 

model by which testing system is divided into two layers. The 

first layer is referred as layer one and the second layer is 

referred as layer two. Both of the layers concentrate on type of 

test and divides the test according to its nature.  

For dividing different type of tests, author selected seven tests 

which are mentioned below. 

 Functionality test 

 Browser compatibility test 

 Contextual test 

 Host response test 

 Navigation test 

 Performance test 

 Field test 

These are the seven type of tests that author selected to divide 

them. For diving the tests according to their nature, testers 

need to answer one question that will help decide the nature of 

test and prioritize it. The question that need to answer is 

“whether test is run on the main service or associative 

service?” And if the test is run on the main service then it is 

important to conduct it first and then move towards layer two 

tests.  

3.1. Layer One Tests 
Layer one tests is a conceptual model where author puts 

different type of tests together on the basis of their nature. 

These tests are divided with keeping two concepts in 

consideration. The concepts are “whether test that is run on 

the website is checking services or it is checking associative 

services”. The tests which are run to check main services are 

referred as layer one tests and further understanding of the 

model that author constructed is explain under. 

3.1.1. Functionality Test 
A paper describes the functionality as test of links, forums, 

database connections, test of internal links and all the links 

that are present in the website (3). Keeping the point, author 

can say that functionality test is about checking of links that 

are available in a website. If running the question that author 

suggested must be answer to understand the nature of test then 

functionality test is about testing of main services i.e. links 

that are part of the website so author put this test in layer one 

category.  

3.1.2. Contextual Test 
A paper describes the contextual testing as checking of 

grammar, spelling mistakes, completeness of content in web 

pages (2). With above definition, author can say that context 

testing is about testing of context that is available in a web 

page. Author considers context as a main service that web 

pages provide and divided this type of test in the category of 

layer one tests which are testing main services of websites.  

 

3.1.3. Field Test 
Author refers field test as checking of different fields in 

websites. A paper explains that testing of search options and 

similar entity is necessary to validate websites (3). A research 

indicates that specific area testing is necessary during testing 

of website (4). If author keeps both of these points in 

consideration then field testing is about checking of fields that 

are available for the users including search bar, user account 

fields and other similar fields. If looking at the nature of this 

test then field test is run on main services of a website so 

author categorized it in layer one tests. 

3.2. Layer Two Tests 
Layer two tests is a model in which author categorizes those 

tests which are run on associative services. These tests were 

put in this category on the basis of their nature. There are 

many tests which can be categorized using layer two principal 

and most of these tests are run to enhance the user experience 

or on particular service testing. As compare to layer one, these 

tests have less importance because first thing that testers 

should focus on is to improve the main services and if the 

main services are working fine then moving towards layer two 

tests is a good strategy than by conducting random tests on the 

websites.  

3.2.1. Browser Compatibility Test 
Browser compatibility test concerns with checking of whether 

content, pages and information is loaded in browser correctly 

(4). Keeping the point that browser testing concerns with 

testing of whether the main services are working fine with the 

browser or not, author concluded that browser compatibility 

testing is about testing of associative services, which means 

browser test comes in the category of layer 2 tests.  

3.2.2. Navigation Test 
Navigation concern with the use of a webpage i.e. user moves 

from one page to another, visits links, click on images, etc. 

(10). If author look at the nature of this test then navigation is 

about checking of how user moves from links to links. By the 

definition provided by miller’s paper, author categorized this 

test in layer two tests category.  

3.2.3. Host Response Test 
Host response concerns with how fast website responses to 

the user, whether user moves on or gives up (10). If running 

the question whether testing is done on the main service or 

associative service then author easily can say that host 

response is not a main service that websites offer, it’s an 

associative service and author has categorized all the 

associative service tests in layer two.  

3.2.4. Performance Test 
A research on performance testing says that performance 

testing is run to accomplish Assess production readiness, 

evaluate against performance criteria, Compare performance 

characteristics of multiple systems or system configurations, 

Find the source of performance problems, Support system 

tuning, and Find throughput levels (8). Keeping the point that 

if performance testing is based on how well system is 

performing then performance test can be categorized into 

layer two tests. 

4. SIGNIFICIENCE OF THE STUDY 
Web applications have been deployed at very fast pace and 

have help a fast adaptation, but at the same time there has 

been decreased in quality of software. Therefore, all of the 

website entities must be tested to make web applications 

successfully adopted. Testing must be flexible and able to 
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handle their dynamic nature (8). Website testing ensures that 

links are not broken, no misspelled words, no graphic issues, 

no bugs in the software and downtime is specified (6). 

Keeping the process in consideration that most of the testing 

process involves testing of websites by keeping the number of 

tests that makes difficult to recognized which tests are to be 

run initially and which tests can be run later, so making the 

process of testing more sophisticated where testers will be 

able to recognize tests on the basis of test’s nature. This study 

will help organizations to focus on delivering quality websites 

by realizing that most important part of the website is main 

services so testing using tests which are run on main services 

is a good approach to take. This will ensure that websites 

main services are working fine or not, and if they are fine then 

testers can move toward layer two for testing associative 

services for a quality website.  

5. CONCLUSION 
This study was conducted keeping the website testing 

processes in consideration and making them sophisticated 

where testers will be able to test websites using two layers 

approach that is mentioned in this paper for better testing. 

There are various occasions when testers are unable to 

understand testing of websites and because of the random 

testing process, the websites quality is compensated, but for 

making the process sophisticated it is necessary to follow a 

step by step approach where testing can be done by keeping 

websites perspective. There are different websites available 

and by keeping the websites perspective in consideration 

means a tester need to make certain that, what are the main 

services website is offering and then test them on the basis of  

main services and associative services. The next stage of the 

research will be to carry out study based on theoretical model 

that is mentioned in this paper, to ensure the model can be 

applied to the testing process, it is necessary to collect more 

tests in future and summarize them with the help of 

techniques which are mentioned in this paper, and using this 

model conducting practical testing of websites to ensure that 

model works on the basis of theory that is mentioned in this 

paper.  
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